
 
 

GROUP REIKI: JUNE 30 
 
 
The intent of Group Reiki is to provide treatment to the group as a whole. Sessions are focused on 
understanding messages for the full group, though sometimes brief, personal messages are strong 
enough to make it through the group intention. While the group gets the full benefit of Reiki, know that 
you do as well individually, even though we may not receive as much personal insight about your 
energy field (since our primary focus is the full group). Please schedule an individual distance session if 
you would like more personal insight.  
 
Below are the messages that Courtney and Emme received during their time with you.  
 
Collective Messages 

Courtney:  
 
This week, there seemed to be a few different energies coming through. The first sensation I picked up 
on was fire and strength. It reminded me a lot of Leo/Aries energy – embodiment of pride, 
enthusiasm, strength, forward motion, and action. Sense of being regal – needing to know your worth 
and own the power that is your birth right to claim. Growing inner strength and resolve. Desperate 
want and need to free yourself and shed things. Almost an unbearable urge to break free and shatter 
whatever is holding you back. A knowing that things cannot continue as they have been. A hope and 
readiness for change. 

 
At the same time, there was also another prominent energy that felt more spacey and stagnant. Need 
for clarity and motion, as if there was some sort of veil, confusion, or fog that needs to be lifted. There 
was also a deep heaviness in my heart, like a weight on my chest, throughout parts of the session. 
Some of you may be grieving some sort of loss – e.g., the loss of a person, a part of yourself, a 
relationship, a job, a way of life.  Trust that whatever you “lost” came into your life for a reason, 
served its purpose fully, and subsequently was ready to be released in order for you to grow - much 
like plants need to be pruned for new growth to emerge and extend towards the light. 
 
The last major energy I felt were these reverberating pulses throughout parts of the session. At one 
point, it almost felt as if I had been sucked into something and time stood still. There was a huge 
magnetic force, and interestingly, during this time, the leaves of a plant in my room moved without ay 



explanation. This could indicate that a vortex of sorts was created in the room and/or the presence of 
a spiritual force/guide that served to magnify and support the healing energy in the group. 
 
Multiple group energies were felt this time which could indicate that either everyone is experiencing 
these changes – frustrated and grieving the current state of things and having an intense inner desire, 
even some fire and anger, to change, but almost that there is so much going on that you are at a 
standstill, unsure of where to start – or it could be that some of you are experiencing just some of these 
energies.  
 
If you are grieving, feeling lost, or like you are at a standstill in your life – or if you are feeling manic, 
unsettled, itching to change, or break free – know that these are often symptoms of a spiritual 
awakening. Like butterflies about to emerge from their cocoon, we often feel the most caged and most 
uncomfortable before we break through our barriers and emerge born anew.  
 
Lastly, this week’s healing crystal grid included the following crystals, which were arranged in a spiral, 
a symbol of spiritual development and identification with the Universe: 

• Amethyst: protection against negative energy, diffusing any negativity into love 
• Celestite: calming, uplifting, mental clarity, connection to the angels 
• Clear Quartz: amplifies energy and energy of crystals; divine, pure light 
• Green Aventurine: healing and loosening of energetic blockages  
• Kyanite: calms while promoting speaking your truth 
• Selenite: protection; activation of higher chakras 
• Smokey Quartz: protection; diffusion of worry, fear, over-thinking  
• Stones from the Goddess of Athena’s temple in Greece  

 
Emme: 
 
As per each week, I first began the session by asking all Archangels, Angels, Elemental Spirits, Sacred 
Elders and Shaman Spirits, as well as my personal and each individual in the group’s personal Spirit 
Guides, as well as any other Divine Celestial Entities of the Universe in light and love to step forward 
and assist the healing session. I then asked everyone’s Higher Self to please receive this reiki energy. I 
then asked the group to place anything that no longer serves their highest good/anything they would 
like to release into an energetic net, which I swept across the group. This week the net felt particularly 
heavy, and I felt resistance mostly around the collective’s sacral and solar plexus chakras. 
 
Instead of making a crystal grid this week, I surrounded myself with 3 of my most powerful crystals: 

• Clear Quartz ball: amplifies energy and energy of crystals; divine, pure light 
• Danburite: connects to heart chakra; channeling from higher dimensions 
• Selenite: protection; activation of higher chakras 

 
I felt as if this week, there were a lot of us going through a grieving process. Grieving past parts of 
ourselves, grieving those who are no longer aligned on our path with us, grieving beliefs and 
constructs that once provided us with a strong sense of comfort. 



There was a heavy sense of distraction or “spaciness” among the group. I felt as if I were in a trance 
for a solid 20 minutes of the session, and this was very strong – almost a dissociative state.  
 
I heard the mantra: “I am protected.” This is a divine reminder that each one of you are supported, 
guided, and protected, by infinite bounds of light and beautiful souls that make up your “spirit squad.” 
There is emphasis here on the fact that you cannot fail, so jump fearlessly into all things, trusting that 
the love of the Universe has your back. 
 
There was also a message to resist the urge to force things to go according to our personal will. When 
we are in alignment with the Universe/our highest paths/Higher Selves, everything comes from a flow 
state. No forcefulness is needed to manifest whatever it is you desire or envision for your life. All you 
must do is step into the path, and trust. Adopting a sense of ease and grace will only prove to benefit 
you on your journey. 
 
I saw a vision of ancient shamans marching in a line to make a dance/drum circle around a fire on a 
beach. There was a high sense of masculine energy in this vision, and the symbol of the fire was very 
strong. The feeling I got from the shamans was primarily serious, almost militarized, like this could be a 
war dance they were performing.  
 
I then saw a vision of an empty beach with a bunch of folded down umbrellas. An image of a 
pharaoh’s face also appeared, looking very stoic and wise. Please interpret this imagery however it 
best resonates for you. 
 
I had music playing very softly in the background, my “meditation playlist” and at one point, I noticed 
that a song was playing that was saying: “Love will live forever in the infinite universe.” This was the 
only lyric I consciously heard during the whole session, and so I believe it to be a clairaudient 
message for the group. Love will live forever in the infinite Universe… Aren’t you a being of pure love? 
Aren’t you also the infinite Universe? There is no separation of the 2, or between you. You are eternal. 
 
Lastly, I experienced this intense feeling of a “slow sucking energy” immediately followed by “a huge 
powerful push or shove back of energy.” This felt in my body as if I were a small shell right at the 
seashore… getting sucked slowly into the ocean, and then crashed suddenly and pushed very far up 
onto/into the sand by a wave. This feeling was repetitive, as waves and tides are, and felt specifically 
different than any other group session thus far. 
 
I then pulled a few cards, to support the messages I was receiving for the group and to provide any 
other themes that I had missed. 
 
From my Lightseers Tarot deck, I pulled two cards: 

• 8 of Pentacles: Patience and determination. Remain dedicated to excellence. Putting your love, 
your soul, and your energetic essence into your work, and bring it in a consistent, methodical 
way. Find flow in the details, no matter what it is that you find yourself dedicated to. 
Consistent action is called for, and often we feel blocked right before we expand into new 
levels. “With loving determination, I persevere, and I become the person I long to be.” 



• 5 of Cups: The illusion is lifting and you may suddenly find yourself in the middle of a reality 
that is painfully disappointing. Release yourself from guilt. Don’t allow your life force to drain 
away with the things you once loved. Dismantle your grief, reclaim your happiness, and 
consciously step back onto a path filled with hope. “My tender heart helps me navigate 
toward my bright future.” 

 
From my Starseed Oracle deck, I pulled three cards: 

• Hiraeth: Longing for home; homesick for the stars. Unexplainable, unshakable longing for 
“home” that is common in Starseeds and old souls. A remembering of interconnected oneness. 
You are being invited to remember that your soul chose to be on this planet, in this body, at 
this exact moment in space/time. You are being called to anchor all of yourself in the here 
and now. How can you commit more fully to your life? 

• Forge, Don’t Follow: Pave a new path. Be the leader you wish you had. The most courageous 
and needed leaders are the ones who don’t wait for permission. Share your voice. There’s no 
one on Earth who comes close to possessing your unique combination of skills, gifts, and life 
experience. Don’t look to those who have come before you to work out your path. How are 
you being called to forge rather than follow? 

• The Great Severing: Mars energy. Anger. Conflict. Softening to love. This is a shadow card 
that feels confrontational. It appears to bring to the surface anything that’s standing in the way 
of letting love in. We’re all wounded and our unconscious wounds inflict wounds on others. 
Acknowledge any difficult emotions, situations, and fears that cause you pain and anxiety—
this is how you can find your way back to love. Find a way to see the innocence in all people, 
especially yourself. How are you cutting yourself off from love? How can you soften toward 
those who have hurt you? 

 
From my Ascended Masters Oracle deck, I pulled one card: 

• St. Francis: You already know what to do, trust your intuition and take action accordingly. 
You’re receiving true and divine guidance through your intuition. St. Francis is the patron saint 
of the environment and animals, known for his ability to communicate with animals. Call upon 
St. Francis for help in situations where your family or friends don’t understand your choices or 
spiritual path, or any issue involving animals. I believe this card was pulled as support for all 
the animals, especially cats, that joined in. 

 
To conclude the Reiki focused on the group as a whole, I struck and played my Tibetan singing bowl 
for a few minutes to send extra sound healing frequencies to all of your auric fields. 
 
This week, I received the least amount of information for individual insights compared to all past group 
Reiki sessions. This is neither a negative nor positive thing, in my opinion, but instead shines light on 
the importance of sending healing energy to you all as a collective. 
 
This week was particularly heavy and I actually cried after the session. I believe that grief and sadness 
were taken from you all, and that I transmuted that energy into light by releasing it from myself in the 
form of tears, sending it back into the universe to be recycled for the greatest good of all. 



Individual Insights 

Individual insights are noted below, organized by each person’s initials and followed by wrap-up 
themes.  
 
As with most sessions, remember that these images can be interpreted both literally/figuratively. Only 
you will know what resonates for you. Feel free to contact us either through our website 
www.rhysandrei.com or Instagam (@rhysandrei). Happy to answer any questions especially if you’re 

new to Reiki. 
 
AD 

• Courtney: Heavy heart/weight on chest. But even so, there is an inner strength and fire that is 
trying to come through. A sense of renewed energy that wants to fight through things – a 
fighter’s spirit. Starting to and will continue to break down walls and barriers. 

• Emme: High divine feminine energy. Holding the whole world in your hands, all opportunities 
are available to you, all portals are open for you. Emphasis on solar plexus and sacral 
chakras. 
 

BG 
• Courtney: Sense of waves and blurriness. Quick motions. Kinetic energy. Possibly experiencing 

trouble with discerning what is “real.” Get grounded to find clarity. 
• Emme: Solar plexus chakra issues and heightened upper chakra energy. The need for stillness. 

This is beyond physical stillness, but one of the mind. Meditation. Remembering full power and 
worth. Extreme intuitive abilities. 

 
CP 

• Courtney: Feeling of speed and motion. Runaway train. Where you going? What plans have 
been set in motion?  At the peak of the rollercoaster. Hang on. You’re ready for it. 

• Emme: Sacred powerful empress. Creator of the creators of the creations. Pool of fish 
swimming in the ocean. Recharge in the sunlight. Intuitive abilities heightened. Continue to do 
the work of self-reflection. 

 
DD 

• Courtney: Peace of mind. Peace of heart. Harmony within and throughout. Activity in the 
higher chakras. Presence of a white hawk, which often indicate a strong spiritual presence and 
connection.  

• Emme: Justice. Strong morals. Needing to replenish energy by spending more time in nature. 
Finding friendship in solitude. Break from media, news, and television. Solar plexus and heart 
chakra. Heightened crown chakra activity – such intuitive wisdom comes from whispers in the 
silence. You are never alone. Vision of you dancing in the living room. 

  



FT 
• Courtney: Lots of green. Turtle. Sailboat. Activity in knee and ankle minor chakras. These can 

sometimes indicate our level of flexibility and ability to move forward/change course. Possible 
connection to your root chakra - how are imbalances in these areas affecting your root chakra 
(associated with feeling of stability and security)? 

 
GS 

• Courtney: Relatively even energy, though some activity in lower chakras around hip area. 
Awareness of his soul’s purpose and a resolution to complete it. Slightly stand-offish 
personality, but also deep need for love and affection.  

• Emme: The color orange. Influenced by cosmic and “radioactive” energy beyond our 
understanding  

 
HE 

• Courtney: Hope for continued change and transformation, but feeling that something may be 
stopping or hindering you from fully embracing this change. You are going through a shift in 
consciousness – the people you surround yourself with should be a reflection of this. Let go of 
any toxic relationships and surround yourself with people who support and match your higher 
level of vibration.  

• Emme: Detoxification. Feels more stable.  
 
KH 

• Courtney: You are the strong mountain in the middle of a storm. The anchor for others. So 
much internal strength and resolve. Image of the Fool, which often symbolizes blank slates, 
innocence, purity, and an openness to new beginnings. Ready to explore. Be open to what’s 
to come.   

• Emme: Spinning in circles. Magic wand and allowing yourself to become more comfortable 
with your own power. What if you could not fail? Let yourself flow for the sake of the flow. 
Dancing 

  
KM 

• Courtney: Overall shift in energy is happening. Can feel the pulsings within. Presence of a 
frog, which often symbolizes transformation, coming into your own power, and the ability to 
live in different planes (e.g., spiritual, emotional, physical). Sensed some sort of bittersweet 
feeling – reminiscing of past memories. Also saw mirrors which reflect light – are you looking 
deeper into yourself and consciousness? What are you reflecting?  

• Emme: Needing a good cry… tears are healing and the ultimate release. Allowing yourself to 
go deeper than you already have. Allowing depth. Won’t break you. Capable.  
 

KP 
• Courtney: Sweet, cute, playful, curious and childlike. 

 



KS 
• Courtney: Strong sense of an aroma, but couldn’t quite place it. Dizziness and spinning.- 

Kundalini rising. Heavenly images and a white, angelic presence. Deepen connection to 
Source. Exploration. Feeling of what’s next? Endless possibility with divine support. 

 
KW 

• Courtney: Sense of nervousness and/or apprehension as well as a feeling of being trapped. 
Feeling that you are so much bigger than your body. Might tend to “live” in your head – 
explore this and the value of meditation. Sense that there is so much more that you want. There 
is a release that wants to happen – higher self wanting to break free. Things are bubbling up, 
almost at the brink, ready to be released. Also presence of a swallow. Perhaps this means 
something special to you or is a spirit animal? 

 
LB 

• Courtney: Divinity within. Opening of crown chakra. Active solar plexus with a rippling effect 
of golden yellow waves. This chakra is the seat of confidence and our assertion of personal 
power and will – how do imbalances in this area ripple and reverberate throughout other 
areas of your life and self? Consider possible connection with your emotions and the emotions 
of others.  

• Emme: Feeling of water and waves.  
  
LP 

• Courtney: Sense of steadiness and ease, loyalty. Unconditional love. 
• Emme: Freedom is happiness. Free spirit. Root chakra energy 

 
LS 

• Courtney: Rocks – who or what is weighing you down? Discern what is yours and what 
belongs to others. Images of hiking – being outside can renew you and give you clarity. You 
can make it to the top of the mountain and carry others there, but realize the expense and the 
toll that takes on you – and whether that is worth it.  

• Emme: Flower of life sacred geometry. Childlike joy. Bringing a sense of humor and 
questioning of systems 

 
MB 

• Courtney: Dense or stagnant energy wanting to be released. Cloudy sacral chakra. Image of 
a dagger – possible need to cut ties and let go of something. What do you need to release in 
order to move forward?  Also an image of a cross possibly indicating spiritual support.   



MK 
• Courtney: Strong pull into your auric field. Feeling that you are craving some sort of spiritual 

connection/energy. Strong energy and heart. Desire to strengthen spiritual bond – you are 
supported by the Divine.   

 
NM 

• Courtney: Images of boat cutting through waters, slicing through waves. Freedom. Decision. 
Action. You’re ready and nothing will stop you. Where are you going? 

 
RA 

• Courtney: Continuing to acclimate to new surroundings and feeling more comfortable to show 
more of his personality. Strong, fox-like energy – playful and mischievous. 

• Emme: Image of his tail, vision of him playing with a string, or string toy/yarn. Likes or wants a 
string toy. True king. Importance of “family.” 

 
RL 

• Courtney: Mama’s boy. Kept showing me images of his mother. Deep empathy and 
understanding of others. Can pick up on energies in the room; be mindful of that. Playful but 
almost seemed a bit tired or more “serious.”  

• Emme: “Connection king.” Humanitarian heart. Empathic but not too serious. 
 

SS 
• Courtney: Emphasis on throat and heart chakra, with some worry in the heart. Sense of 

wondering if you are doing things right, or doing the right thing. You are. You are on the right 
path. Trust yourself. 

 
VD 

• Courtney: Sensation of feeling light and flighty, like a kite or piece of paper being carried 
away in the wind. Could possibly indicate getting carried away with something/someone, 
being easily swayed, or getting too ahead of yourself. Need grounding. Slow down. Also, 
sensation of wanting to say something but feeling unable to – find your own voice and don’t 
let yourself get carried away by others; thoughts or feelings if you do not share those beliefs.   

 
  



Moving Forward 
 
Recommend that you follow our Aftercare Tips and take time to think about your individual messages 
and how they may relate to group themes offered. Remember these insights come from your higher self 
– while they may not immediately resonate, there is something here that your higher self is pointing you 
towards. Be open. 
 
 
With light, until our paths cross again,  

Courtney and Emme 


